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Russia after quarantine 

 
On May 12th Russia ended the period of quarantine and self- isolation period. Russian self-isolation period 
lasted from March 28th till May 12th. After 44 days of self-isolation Russian cities one by one depending on 
pandemic situation started opening up.  Life goes back very gradually and local infrastructure is also 
opening slowly. The first once to open were construction sights, parks and clinics. The last once to open are 
restaurants, beauty salons and shopping malls, but even restaurants opened in Moscow on June 23rd and 
restaurant’s terraces are opening in Saint-Petersburg on June 29th. 
 
Domestic travel was allowed from June 1st. City business hotels did no close down providing room service 
catering at the times of lock down. Those hotels that have chosen to close down during quarantine period 
have opened from June 15th.  
 
Museums are opening in July based on decision of each city mayor.  
First borders will start opening from July 15th. Borders will be open with the counties that will open borders 
for Russian citizens. 
 
 

Kalinka international DMC after quarantine 
 
Kalinka International DMC has worked though out the whole quarantine period. We operated remotely 
and now our office is opened and part of the team still works from homes.  We have worked out the 
following policies in order to keep our and our client’s safety: 

- Wash our hands regularly 
- Use sanitizers 
- Maintain distance 1,5 meters 
- Greet people without touching 
- Wear face mask in public places as per governmental requirements 
- In case staff member presents fever of other disease symptoms during the program he will be 

replaced 
 
We have always used the best suppliers in our destinations and now one of the most important criteria in 
choosing suppliers is them following state health instructions. 
We are offering private services with special opening and privatization of museums, restaurants and 
venues more than ever. 
We have started providing virtual services like virtual tour of our main places of interest, virtual concerts 
and entertainment for virtual meetings. 
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Russian state policy 
 
New regulations have been introduced in all spheres of life and hospitality industry with the end of 
quarantine. Now social distancing on 1,5 meters is mandatory in all public places. Face masks are required 
at the shops, clinics and public transportation. A lot of services and payments have been transferred to 
online in order to avoid physical contact. 
Body temperature is being measured at the airports. In case it is higher than 38C COVID tests are offered. 
 

Airports and train stations 
 
From March 22nd only repatriation international flights were operated. Domestic flights were limited, but 
did not stop though out the whole period of quarantine. Since June 1st domestic flights are operating in 
accordance with their regular schedule. 
Mask are mandatory for entering airports buildings 
and for taking flights. So far food is not served on 
domestic flights. At the airports food is sold for 
take away. 
Airports are being disinfected every two hours. 
First international flights are scheduled to Turkey 
from July 15th. We are expecting news about 
further openings of other international flights. 
Train stations operate normally, but cleaning and 
disinfection is made every two hours. Masks are 
mandatory in trains. Food is sold for take away 
only. 
 
 

Hotels policy 
 
Main Russian health authority Rospotrebnadzor 
has issued new operation rules for hotels on the 
territory of Russian Federation. All our hotels based 
of Rospotrebnadzor rules have introduced their 
new safety policy. New regulations include the 
following: 

- Screen have been installed on all hotels receptions 
- Social distance between hotel staff and guests is not less than 1,5 meters 
- All hotel staff is wearing face masks 
- Guests are provided with face masks 
- Housekeeping is not allowed entering guests rooms when guests are in their room without guests 

request for service 
- In room dining is offered by all hotels. 
- Terraces are opening where available from June 29th. 
- Social distance enforced in all common areas 
- Sanities are available in public areas of hotels 
- Reinforced cleaning program of hotels public areas and rooms and bathrooms in introduced 
- Hotels staff’s temperature is measured daily and COVID tests are done regularly. 
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Restaurants and venues policy 
 
In the period between 28 March and 12 May 2020 all restaurants worked for delivery and take away 
service only. Hotels F&B offered room service only. From June 23rd in Moscow and from June 29th in Saint-
Petersburg restaurant’s terraces have opened. Tables are placed with social distancing of 1,5 meters. 

Waiters are wearing face masks and gloves. 
Bar stools at the bars are located on a distance of 
1,5 meters from each other. 
 
For receptions, larger spaces are required where 
each attendee would have distance of 1,5 
between guests. All food is served in individual 
closed plates. Guests keep one plate with glass 
holder on it through entire event. Buffer service is 
available with waiters’ service only. Glass screens 
separate guests from food display.  
All waiters and venues staff are wearing face 
masks and gloves. 
 

 
 
Conference facilities  
 
Hotels and venues introduced new capacities throughout 
the spaces minimum 1.5 m between seated attendees and 
4 sqm per person is proposed for standing occasions. 
Meeting sets, collaterals and décor are minimized for less 
contact and surface 
Preferable to have live meetings at multiple venues or 
outside through streaming facilities. 
Food & Drink service during breaks offers a wide variety of 
hygenic items tailored to the group’s preferences & size 
discussed in advance during planning phase. All options 
include plated, portionized, grab+go options with bottled 
beverages. 
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Serving staff has personal protecting equipment includes face masks, single use gloves and portable plexi 
walls where applicable 
 
Virtual attendance to meetings is possible for those who cannot travel. 
 

Transportation policy 
 
New transportation sanitizing regulations have been implemented.  
 

- Before vehicle delivery complete vehicle disinfection with sanitizers is made which includes 
dashboards cleaning, doors and columns.  

- Before each working shift with clients drivers temperature is measured. 
- Drivers mandatory wear face masks and gloves  
- Sanitizers are sprayed inside of coaches every two hours 
- Driver is distanced from passengers by 1,5 meters. First row of seats behind the driver is left empty 
- All seats of the coach may me occupied in accordance with Russian new rules, but seating may be 

chosen by the clients  
 
Here is the link to disinfection procedures video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpS5K_mP6gA&t=2s 

 
Museums 
 
Our museums have been closed from March 28th and started opening gradually from June 23rd. In the “new 
reality” museums are following Rospotrebnadzor regulations and are receiving only individual visitors or 
groups up to 15 guests with one guide. All museums staff is wearing face masks and gloves. Social 
distancing of 1,5 meters between visitors is implemented. Personal contacts with museum staff are 
minimized and services are substituted to online. Museum’s cafeterias are still closed.  
 
 
Document updated 30.06.2020 
 

KALINKA INTERNATIONAL DMC team is waiting for you  
and your event in Russia with us soon! 
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